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SECTION 1. MISSION OPERATIONS

1.1 M I S SION DESCRIPTION

1.1.1 M I S S I O N  OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the Carrier Balloon System test program is 

to demonstrate vertical meteorological sounding for horizontal winds, 

temperature, and humidity in the tropics utilizing carrier balloons and 

data processing.

1.1.2 GARP SUPPORT

The National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), under subcontract 

to Goddard Spaceflight Center (GSFC), has the responsibility for measuring 

basic meteorological parameters (wind, temperature, humidity) in the tropical 

regions by means of Omega dropsondes released from high altitude (24 km) 

superpressure balloons with data relayed from the balloon to the U.S. via 

the Synchronous Meteorological Satellite (SMS). The data provided by these 

high altitude "in situ" sounding balloon dropsondes intended to supplement 

data recovered by satellite-borne vertical sounders. The data are used 

to verify and improve numerical models of the global w e a ther system, and 

therefore are essential to GARP.

1.1.3 SYSTEM FLIGHT PROGRAM

1.1.3.1 G e n e r a l . The carrier balloon is 21.4 meters in diameter and

is made of non-extensible polyester to create a superpressure balloon; in

essence, a very large GHOST'*’ balloon. The payload consists of 64 Omega

dropsondes; SMS and Nimbus-F satellite telemetry t r a n smitter/receiver,

power and control electronics. The total payload w e i g h t  is 100 Kg. Also

included is a 15 MHz transmitter-receiver that is intended to supplement
2

the position data to be provided by the Nimbus-F RAMS. (See Figure 1-1.)

^GHOST - Global Horizontal Sounding Technique

2
RAMS - Random Access Measurement System
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Figure 1-1. Carrier Balloon System



In system opera*--* o n s , a dropsonde will be relea^ q from the carrier 

balloon upon command rrom the SMS satellite; data from the dropsonde are 

relayed v i a  carrier balloon and the SMS to the U.S. Position data, 

derived from Nimbus-F RAMS and/or the HF SAM^ package, is used to identify 

balloon location.

1.1.3.2 SAM System

a * G e n e r a l . The SAM system is an improved GHOST package which 

includes sun angle and magnetic declination measurement devices. Near 

the equator, sun angle measurement with the GMT time of measurement 

yields a line-of-position roughly equivalent to longitude. The magnetic 

declination measurement is used to derive a line-of-position equal to 

geomagnetic latitude. The two lines-of-position intersect at one point 

to define absolute position. Accuracy is better than +  100 km.

b* L o c a t i o n . The SAM package is located at the top of the balloon 

wit h  the antenna for the 15 MHz transmitter. The antenna is a single-fed 

dipole consisting of a quarter-wave section on each side of the SAM package 

mounted on a great circle of the balloon. This makes the antenna largely 

horizontal polarized with a small vertical component of polarization.

1.1.3.3 Transmitter Output

a. Channel A s s i g n m e n t s ^ The SAM system data transmissions consist 

of eight channels. One channel is used for balloon identification. A 

second channel is used as a receive window for the command receiver, and 

the six remaining channels are used for data. The channel assignments 

are as follows:

1 Signature, 2-3 alphabetic letters - 7 words/min

2 Command window, 16 code elements, approximately 7-10 sec

3 A / D  Converter, command verify, balloon cutdown

4 A / D  Converter, Thermistor, sun sensor temperature

5 A / D  Converter, Strain, balloon envelope

6 A / D  Converter, Magnetometer

7 A / D  Converter, Analog sun angle

8 Timer, Discrete angle sun, 0 to 199 min

'''SAM - Sun Angle Magnetometer



The command verify channel is used to indicate the reception of a balloon 

cutdown command. Til thermistor channel transmits sk_ analog sun angle 

sensor temperature. The strain channel transmits skin stress in the balloon 

envelope. The magnetometer channel transmits magnetic declination and 

the analog sun angle sensor transmits sun angle elevation. The discrete 

sun angle sensor timer transmits the time in minutes since the sun crossed 

one of four absolute sun angle elevation marks.

b. Channel Cod i n g . The data are encoded as Morse code characters.

The data rate is approximately 7 words/min. The signature channel is

a 2-3 letter Morse code identifier. The command w i n d o w  is a 7-10 sec .. 

blank space in which no transmission occurs and receiver decoding is 

enabled. Channels 3 through 8 are decimal numbers in the range of 0 

to 199. The most significant character is transmitted first as a "dot" 

or a "dash". Since the most significant character is either a one or 

a zero, only the first bit of the Morse code transmissions for one and 

zero are transmitted. Thus, a zero is a dash and a one is a dot only.

The last two numbers are the Morse code representation. For example:

23 is transmitted as 023, which in our Morse code form is

0 2 3

# • | ^̂  • • •

Similarly, 123 is transmitted as

1 2  3

• • # • • • ^

c. Position L o c a t i o n . The balloon's location is determined by the 

measurement of the angle of the sun above the horizon and the time of 

measurement to provide a line of position largely equivalent to longitude 

in the tropics. Unambiguous geomagnetic latitude is obtained by a 

measurement of magnetic delination provided by a magnetometer. The

sun angle sensor consists of a silicon solar cell which changes its current 

output in accordance with the amount of incident light. The incident 

light is controlled by an aperature which makes the light proportional 

to the elevation angle of the sun above the horizon.

d. Housekeeping D a t a . Housekeeping data is contained in channels

3 through 5 and consists of signature, command verify, sun angle sensor 

temperature, and balloon strain as described above.
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e. Transmitter R a n g e . Reception at a range of 5000 kilometers is 

regularly achieved, although the b a l l o o n’s solar panel supplies a maximum 

of about 2W to the telemetry transmitter. Because there is no battery, 

transmission power varies with the time of day, diminishing from its 

maximum at noon to about 40 mW just before sunset. The long distance 

transmission range is credited to the narrow bandwidth and the excellent 

propagation at 15 MHz during the day.

f. Position A c c u r a c i e s . Position accuracies vary with the geometry 

of the track, weather, and other faacors, but are generally considered 

reliable with i n  plus or minus 100 kilometers. This accuracy is sufficient 

for the engineering purposes of the SAM test flights.

1.2 N ETWORK OBJECTIVES

1.2.1 GENERAL

ACN, AGO, CRO, CYI, GWM, HAW, QUI, and TAN will be called up for 

support of this mission. Each supporting station should scan the full 

frequency range at half-hour intervals at lease three times per day, 

with at least three hours separating the one-half hour intervals. Receive 

and record all data from each balloon in view. Stations should be prepared 

as required and as instructed to monitor transmissions for a particular 

balloon on a more frequent basis.

1.2.2 LINK DESCRIPTION

Link description is given in Table 1-1. Transmitters wil l  operate 

only during the hours the balloon is in view of the sun. Each balloon 

will have a different assigned frequency and a different Morse code identifier. 

Balloon frequencies will be offset by approximately 500 Hz intervals.

Table 1-1. Link Description

Link Carrier Frequency Modulation Output Power

SAM System 15.020 - 15.030 MHz Keyed carrier .5 W

1.3 STATION OPERATING PROCEDURES

1.3.1 OPERATIONS CONFIGURATION

a * P u r p o s e . To present a typical equipment configuration,

b. Part i c i p a n t . OPSR.



c. Procedure.

(1) The WWV beam antenna (or any compatible antenna selected 

at station option) will be used as the receiving antenna. A  receiver 

(such as the Motorola R-390) will be selected at station option and configured 

to the receiving antenna.

Note

Type and number of receivers and recorders

are at station option, but the prime objective ••

is to track as many of the balloons at half-

hour intervals as time allows.

1.3.2 DATA OPERATIONS

1.3.2.1 Data Reduction

a * P u r p o s e . To define a method of data reduction.

b. Pa r t i c i p a n t . OPSR

c. P r o c e d u r e #

Note

This procedure will be used for each b alloon 

in view, and the data will be combined in one 

tracking message.

(1) When a signal is acquired a recording will be ma d e  of at 

least three groups of the 8-channel transmissions. This data will be 

included in the tracking message which will be transmitted at the end 

of each tracking day.

(2) Stations will be notified of the Morse code identifiers used 

in the SAM system identification for the 24 carrier balloons.



SECTION 11. DATA MANAGEMENT

11.1 GENERAL

This section describes data management procedures used by all 

stations supporting the carrier balloon system.

11.2 D A T A  REQUIREMENTS AND DISPOSITION

1.1.2.1 GENERAL

The data received from the SAM system transmitters will be recorded 

on a SAM System Radio Observation Log and sent weekly to

National Center for Atmopsheric Research 

Attn: SAM, Tracking Center, Mr. Schumann 

P.O. Box 3000 

Boulder, Colorado 80303

Separate logs will be used for each SAM transmitter. Figure 11-1 shows 

an example of a completed Radio Observation Log for the SAM transmitters.

11.2.2 DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE SAM SYSTEM DATA

a. Balloon number.

b. Code: Two or three Morse code letter identifier contained in 

signature.

c. Date: Date of observation.

d. D O Y : Day of Year.

e. GMT: Start and stop times of each observation.

f. Data column 1: Morse code signature contained in signature 

channel of data transmission.

g. Data column 2: Blank command window.

h. Data column 3: Three number Morse code contained in command 

verify channel of data transmission.

i. Data column 4: Three number Morse code contained in thermistor 

channel.

j. Data column 5: Three number Morse code contained in strain 

channel.

k. Data column 6: Three number Morse code contained in magnetometer 

channel.

1. Data column 7: Three number Morse code contained in Analog 

sun angle channel.



m. Data column 8: Three number Morse code contaiend in discrete 

sun angle channel.

I 1 . 3  DATA SHIPMENT ADVISORY MESSAGE

All stations will send a Data Shipment Advisory message to GTWL/ 

Code 861.1 w i t h  information addresses GFDA/DSS and GSRM/National Center 

for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, Colorado.


